Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Although intrusive imagery is a common response in the aftermath of a stressful or traumatic event, only a minority of trauma victims show persistent re-experiencing and related psychopathology (Rothbaum et al. [@CR32]). Considering this, one of the key issues in research on post-trauma information processing concerns individual differences in vulnerability. Inspired by recent findings in experimental memory literature, the present study focuses on the possible role of *pre*-*trauma* executive control in the frequency of intrusive remembering after experiencing a traumatic event. Executive control reflects a collection of separable meta-level abilities that regulate other (lower level) cognitive processes in the service of goal-directed behavior. Recent developments in the experimental memory literature (Friedman and Miyake [@CR11]; Miyake et al. [@CR25]) stress the importance of investigating separate (instead of general) executive abilities in applied research settings. Using general measures for examining the role of executive control in psychopathology may obscure the detection of specific underlying pathogenic mechanisms.

One particular executive ability can be described as *resistance to proactive interference (PI)*. Resistance to PI refers to the ability to remove information that is no longer relevant from working memory (Friedman and Miyake [@CR11], for other executive abilities see Friedman et al. [@CR12]; Miyake et al. [@CR25]; Hedden and Yoon [@CR14]). As an example of the ability to resist PI, let us consider the first weeks after purchasing a new mobile phone. During this period, it would be difficult to access the new number in long-term memory, because the extensively used old number will persistently intrude into conscious awareness. Flexible access to the memory representation of the new number would require a well-developed ability to resist unwanted interference from the old number. Interestingly, using latent-variable analysis, Friedman and Miyake ([@CR11]) found a relationship between resistance to PI and self-reported general intrusive thoughts. This raises the question of whether this specific executive ability of resistance to PI may also contribute to the gradual decrease of intrusive imagery that generally arise in the immediate aftermath of trauma (a prominent example of PI in real life). That is, a deficient ability to resist PI may complicate a rapid decline of these intrusive memories and may thus constitute a vulnerability factor for their persistence. In line with this hypothesis, a recent cross-sectional study showed that a relatively good ability to resist PI was associated with fewer self-reported intrusive memories related to an earlier experienced stressful life event (Verwoerd et al. [@CR42]). This earlier retrospective finding gives some support to the notion that a deficient ability to resist interference from irrelevant material in working memory may set people at risk for persistent intrusions in the aftermath of a stressful or traumatic event. A critical question that remains is whether these individual differences in executive functioning already exist prior to experiencing trauma.

Two lines of evidence support the notion that an inefficient ability to resist PI may act as pre-morbid risk factor. First, the results of a large twin study involving more than 500 adolescents showed that individual differences in general executive control, as well as in specific executive abilities, were almost entirely genetic in origin (Friedman et al. [@CR12]). Second, using a stressful film fragment as an analogue stressor (cf. Holmes and Bourne [@CR16]), a recent prospective study showed a relationship between pre-film resistance to PI (measured via AB--AC list-learning) and intrusive thoughts measured 24 h after the presentation of the film (Wessel et al. [@CR43]). These findings provide additional support for the proposed role of a reduced ability to resist PI in the persistence of intrusive memories after trauma. However, both earlier studies (i.e., Verwoerd et al. [@CR42]; Wessel et al. [@CR43]) used the same measure (i.e., paired-associates learning) to index resistance to PI. Perhaps the associations between performance on this measure and intrusive cognition were due to unforeseen task-specific factors rather than the higher-level executive ability of resistance to PI.

Therefore, the main goal of the present study was to replicate and extent the earlier finding of Wessel et al. ([@CR43]) using a modified version of the California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT) as an index of resistance to PI and a trauma film as analogue of real-life trauma (see Holmes and Bourne [@CR16] for a review of the use of trauma-films in analogue research). The CVLT is a widely used neuropsychological test to asses multiple aspects of verbal learning and memory (Kramer and Delis [@CR22]; Delis et al. [@CR6]). In earlier neuropsychological studies, several indices of the CVLT (including resistance to PI) have been successfully used to differentiate trauma-exposed people with PTSD from people without the disorder (e.g., Vasterling et al. [@CR39], [@CR40]). The CVLT requires participants to study two lists of words (List 1 and List 2) consisting of different semantic categories (e.g., animals, vegetables). Some categories are similar between lists (shared categories) while others change from the first- to the second list (unshared categories). In line with earlier studies on the CVLT, the present study used the decrease in recall performance between the first and second list shared category words as an index of the ability to resist PI. A conceptual replication of the earlier results of Wessel et al. ([@CR43]) with decrease in *recall* performance as index of resistance to PI (instead of cued recall) would imply that it is unlikely that the relationship between resistance to PI and intrusive memories depends on task-specific parameters.

Second, in addition to Wessel et al. ([@CR43]), the present study also explored the quality and modalities of film-related intrusions. Qualitative research has shown that the majority of trauma-related intrusive memories usually consist of the unwanted occurrence of *sensory* fragments or images of trauma that are mostly experienced in the visual modality, but may also be experienced as sounds, bodily sensations or feelings (see Ehlers et al. [@CR9]; Holmes and Mathews [@CR19]). To test whether indeed, the majority of the reported intrusions could be described as an image experienced in the visual modality (cf. Ehlers et al. [@CR9]; Hackmann et al. [@CR13]; Holmes and Mathews [@CR19]), participants completed a tabular diary between the first and the second test session 7 days later. In this diary, they were instructed to record spontaneous intrusions (both images and verbal thoughts) of the film at the moment they entered into consciousness awareness. At the follow-up session 7 days after film viewing, participants delivered their diaries and completed a detailed questionnaire about the intrusiveness of the film memory during the past week.

A third and final goal of the current study was to investigate the role of neuroticism. Some theoretical models have suggested an interaction between attentional/executive control and neuroticism in the prediction of anxiety (e.g., Derryberry and Reed [@CR7]). That is, people with low levels of attentional/executive control, together with high levels of neuroticism are expected to show an increased risk of developing pathological anxiety. In line with this idea, the second goal of the present study was to investigate whether the influence of a weakened ability to resist interference from working memory on persistent intrusive remembering is especially pronounced in individuals with high levels of neuroticism.

Method {#Sec2}
======

Participants {#Sec3}
------------

Eighty-five undergraduate students participated in this study (20 men and 65 women[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}; mean age 20.53 years, age range 18--50). All participants gave their written informed consent to take part. The University of Groningen Behavioral Research Ethical Committee granted ethics approval for this study. Participants were tested individually and were given course credits for participating.

Stressful Film Fragment {#Sec4}
-----------------------

Participants were shown a 9-min fragment of the movie "Irreversible" produced by Gaspar Noé. The fragment shows a gruesome and brutal murder in a dark nightclub (see Nixon et al. [@CR29] for a trauma-film study using a different fragment from the same movie). The film fragment was projected on a large (150 × 120 cm) screen in a darkened room.

Resistance to PI {#Sec5}
----------------

As an index of the ability to resist PI from working memory, we used a modified version of an interference subtest of the California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT; Delis et al. [@CR6]). In a recent psychometric study with healthy adults, the CVLT was found to possess good test--retest validity (range 0.80--0.84; Woods et al. [@CR44]). Two word lists were constructed. List 1 contained 10 names of vegetables, 10 names of animals, and 10 names of a flowers category. List 2 contained 10 new names of vegetables, 10 new names of animals, and 10 names of musical instruments. Thus, the lists shared the categories animals and vegetables but they did not share the categories flowers and musical instruments. The order of the lists was counterbalanced between subjects. Words on both lists were matched on frequency and typicality of category membership using frequency and association norms from the Dutch language (Baayen et al. [@CR2]; Ruts et al. [@CR33]).[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"}

In the present study, the procedure for learning the two word lists was as follows. First, the 30 words of the first list were presented on the computer screen for 1,000 ms each, with a 1,000 ms inter-stimulus interval. Participants were told that they should try to encode the words to the best of their ability, in order to recall them subsequently. The learning phase was followed by a 4-min free recall test (trial 1). During free recall, participants were asked to speak out loud their responses, which were tape recorded for later analyses. Next, encoding and free recall of first-list words was repeated once more (trial 2). Participants were encouraged to encode and recall more words than during the first trial. After this, the words of the second list were presented in the same way as in trial 1 of the first list. Again, participants were given 4 min to recall these words.

As a measure of PI, CLVT scores were used for calculating an interference index (see Kramer and Delis [@CR22]).This index accounts for the influence that the relative proportion of shared and non-shared category items recalled over two consecutive List 1 trials may have on the potential for PI during List 2 recall. Thus, the first step in calculating the interference index was computing a weighted average of correct recall of shared category members on trial 1 of List 1 (i.e., (total recall trial 1 × (recall shared items trial 1 + trial2))/(total recall trial 1 + total recall trial 2). Thus, the total number of items recalled on trial 1 (i.e., both shared and unshared category members) was multiplied by the total number of shared category members that were recalled on trial 1 and 2. The outcome of this multiplication was divided by the total number of items recalled on trial 1 and 2 (i.e., both shared and unshared category members). The second step in calculating the interference index was that the number of shared items recalled from list 2 was subtracted from the weighted average score. All in all, higher values of the interference index reflect stronger interference from List 1 shared items.

Neuroticism {#Sec6}
-----------

Neuroticism was measured with the *Five Factor Personality Inventory* (FFPI; Hendriks et al. [@CR15]) which is a self-report questionnaire for measuring the five super ordinate factors of temperament. The emotional stability scale of the FFPI consists of 20 items (e.g., "*Is afraid to do something wrong")* answered on a five-point scale (*1* = *does not at all apply to me*, *5* = *does very much apply to me*). For half of the items, the direction was reversed, so that higher scores would indicate higher neuroticism. The internal consistency of the emotional stability scale used in this study was high (Cronbach's α = 0.93).

Intrusive Memory Measures {#Sec7}
-------------------------

*Impact of Movie Scale (IMS).* The wording of the Dutch version of the *Impact of Event Scale* (IES, Horowitz et al. [@CR20]; Van der Ploeg et al. [@CR37]) was adapted for the purpose of measuring film-related intrusions (for earlier studies using a similar adaptation of the IES see Holmes et al. [@CR18]; Lang et al. [@CR23]). Participants were instructed to rate the items with reference to the film fragment they had seen 7 days earlier. Four items from the original IES were dropped because they referred to symptoms unlikely to occur after watching a stressful film (e.g., "*I felt as if it had not happened or it was not real*", "*My feelings about the event were kind of numb*", *"I tried not to talk about it")*. Thus, the IMS consisted of 11 items (e.g., "*Images came up spontaneously"*). Items were rated on a four-point scale (*not*-*at*-*all, rarely, sometimes, often*) with assigned item weights of 0, 1, 3, 5 (cf. Horowitz et al. [@CR20]), resulting in a total score ranging from 0 to 55). Internal consistency in the present sample was good (Cronbach's α = 0.90).

*Intrusion diary*. Participants were asked to use a small diary (15 × 21 cm) to record any film-related intrusions during 1 week following the film (e.g., Davies and Clark [@CR5]; Holmes et al. [@CR17]). Individual intrusions were registered on separate pages in the diary. Participants described the content of a specific intrusion (i.e., "what was the intrusion about?") and were asked to specify the unwanted memory as "image", "thought", "feeling/emotion" or "something else". Furthermore, participants also indicated the amount of distress, vividness, and level of control they experienced for each intrusive memory on 100 mm VAS scales. Elaborate verbal and written instructions were given about the nature of unwanted intrusions and how to keep the diary. Participants were asked to record every intrusive memory related to the film as soon as possible upon their occurrence. Participants were informed that people in the general population show large variation in the frequency of intrusive memories related to stressful events, which indicated that returning an empty diary with no film-related intrusions, would be as likely to occur as returning a diary with a large number of intrusions. The main dependent variables were the total number of intrusions reported in the diary and the modality in which the individual intrusions were experienced.

Control Measures {#Sec8}
----------------

*Film exposure and distress.* In order to measure the amount of attention paid to the film fragment, participants rated the percentage of time they had looked away from the screen during the most intense part (the murder, 2 min) of the fragment on a 100 mm Visual Analog Scale (VAS; *0* = *not at all* − *100* = *all of the time*). They also rated (VAS; *0* = *not at all* − *100* = *extremely*) film-related distress. Furthermore, participants were asked whether they had seen the stressful fragment before (Yes/No).

*Prior trauma.* The Negative Life Events and Trauma Questionnaire (NLETQ; Morgan and Janoff-Bulman [@CR26]) was used as a screening instrument to check the frequency of earlier stressful/traumatic life events. These included verbal, physical, and sexual abuse, parental death, serious accidents, serious illness, and natural disasters. The variable of interest was the number of prior traumatic events with a self-reported intensity above 50 (range 0--100).

*Diary compliance.* Participants rated how well they had been able to complete the diary in line with the instructions on a 100 mm Visual Analogue Scale ("Please rate on the scale below to what extent you kept good record of your intrusions in the diary*";* VAS, anchors 0 = *bad* and 100 = *very good*). To prevent conceivable demand effects on this measure, it was emphasized that participants' responses would not have any consequences for the assignment of course credits.

*Depressive symptoms*. In the current study, we used a Dutch translation of the *Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale* (CES-D; Bouma et al. [@CR3]). The CES-D contains 20 items addressing depressive symptoms during the past week. Scores for each item range from 0 (*rarely* or *none of the time*) to 3 (*mostor all of the time*). The maximum score on the CES-D is 60. Four items are worded positively and then scored reversed for the total CES-D score. The present study showed that the internal consistency of the CES-D was high (Cronbach's α = 0.93).

*Learning ability.* Possibly, increased use of learning strategies over time interferes with the CVLT's sensitivity to measure first-list interference. To control for the influence of a generally improved ability to retrieve information from memory over time (e.g., increased use of specific learning strategies), we calculated an index reflecting the percentage increase in recall performance between the number of correctly reported first- and second-list unshared words (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}; cf. Kramer and Delis [@CR22]).Table 1Mean, standard deviation and range of the main variables used in the present studyVariable*N*MeanSDMinMaxCVLT shared List1-trial 18510.82.6517CVLT shared List 2859.92.6516CVLT unshared List1-trial 1855.91.729CVLT unshared List 2856.41.5310CVLT interference851.12.2−4.506.04FFPI-neuroticism8543.210.02279Film-related distress (VAS)8563.122.80100Percent of time looked away8518.531.70100IMS-total854.65.0021Diary intrusions851.61.807Diary compliance8583.915.826100CES-D-depression857.16.9029Prior trauma851.31.506Learning ability8518.61.7−50167CVLT, California verbal learning test; FFPI-neuroticism, five factor personality inventory: neuroticism scale; IMS-total, impact of movie scale-total score; CES-D, center for epidemiologic studies depression scale; percent of time looked away, percent of time looked away during the *most intense* moments of the stressful film (2 min); prior trauma, number of earlier traumatic events with an impact above 50 (scale 0--100); learning ability, percentage increase in recall performance between the first trial of list 1 and list 2

Procedure {#Sec9}
---------

The present study consisted of two sessions separated by 1 week. Participants were recruited online via the website of a first-year course. For ethical reasons, participants were told in advance (on the website) that they would be presented with a film fragment with emotional content. Upon arrival at the test room, they filled in the FFPI and completed the CVLT. After this, the distressing fragment was presented. Participants were told that they were free to leave the room and to terminate the experiment at any point (all participants watched the complete fragment). Following the presentation of the fragment, they completed the film exposure and distress ratings. Following this, the experimenter gave instructions about the diary and the follow-up session 7 days later. At follow up, participants delivered their diaries, filled in the compliance ratings, completed the IMS and CES-D, and filled in the prior trauma screening list.[3](#Fn3){ref-type="fn"}

Data Reduction and Statistical Analyses {#Sec10}
---------------------------------------

The main analyses of the current study consisted of two Hierarchical Multiple Regression (HMR) analyses with the IMS and number of diary intrusions as dependent variables. Predictors were entered in three steps. The first step contained control variables. Selection of these variables was based on preliminary analyses described in the relevant paragraph in the results section. The second step of the analyses contained the CVLT interference score and the FFPI. The third step was included to investigate the interaction between resistance to PI and neuroticism. For that purpose the CLVT and FFPI scores were centered. The product of the centered scores was calculated and entered in the analyses (cf. Aiken and West [@CR1]).

Results {#Sec11}
=======

Descriptive Results {#Sec12}
-------------------

Inspection of the distribution of the diary variable revealed a significant deviation from normality. Hence, a square-root transformation was applied on the diary scores, resulting in a significantly improved distribution (Skewness and Kurtosis \~ 1). None of the other variables showed significant deviations from normality. Descriptive statistics for the variables used in the present study are shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. In general, participants rated the film fragment as moderately stressful and were generally able to prevent looking away during the most threatening moments of the fragment. Furthermore, approximately 62% of the participants had experienced one or more prior traumatic or highly stressful events which is comparable with earlier epidemiological studies (56%, Kessler et al. [@CR47]; 67%, Bernat et al. [@CR46]). Finally, participants' subjective ratings indicated high compliance with the instructions to keep the 7-day diary.

Only three participants (3.5%) had seen the film fragment previously. Analyses with and without these participants did not significantly change the main findings and conclusions. Therefore, we did not remove these persons from further analyses. Earlier studies (e.g., Kramer and Delis [@CR22]) that investigated PI with the CVLT showed a between-lists *decrease* in performance for shared trials (normal interference) and a between- lists *increase* in performance for unshared trials. Overall, the current results were generally in line with these findings: Recall performance for shared items on list 2 (*M* = 9.9; SD = 2.6) decreased in comparison with shared items on the first trial of list 1 (*M* = 10.8; SD = 2.6), *t* (84) = 3.5, *P* \< 0.01. On the other hand, recall performance for the non-shared items showed the opposite pattern, with better recall performance on list 2 (*M* = 6.4; SD = 1.7) than on the first trial of list 1 (*M* = 5.9; SD = 1.5), *t* (84) = 2.7, *P* \< 0.01.

Descriptive Analyses of Diary Intrusions {#Sec13}
----------------------------------------

Fifty-two participants (61%) recorded at least one intrusive memory in their diaries, which was less than the 63 participants with intrusions on the IMS (75%). Overall mean VAS ratings for stressfulness (*M* = 28.0, SD = 27.5), vividness (*M* = 48.2, SD = 27.8) and level of control (*M* = 57.7, SD = 32.4) revealed that participants were able to control the impact of their analogue intrusions related to the stressful film quite well. Inspection of the modalities of the recorded diary intrusions revealed that 80% of the reported intrusions could be described as mental image: 60% were experienced as a visual image-based intrusion, 14% were experienced as a feeling or emotion and 6% as a combination of both (cf. Holmes and Mathews [@CR19]). Twenty percent of the diary intrusions were experienced as a verbal thought. These results are generally in line with earlier clinical investigations of the phenomenology of intrusive remembering after real-life trauma (cf. Ehlers et al. [@CR9]).

Correlations Between Predictor Variables {#Sec14}
----------------------------------------

As shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, point-biserial correlations with resistance to PI revealed that the strength of the interference effect on the CVLT was dependent of gender (male \> females) and the list order participants were assigned to (list order 21 \> list order 12). Additionally, the product-moment correlation between resistance to PI and the learning ability index was significant and film-related distress showed a negative association with the interference score. Hence, to take into account variation in intrusive re-experiencing unrelated to the ability to resist PI from working memory, we included gender, version, learning ability and film-related distress in the first step of the regression models. As depression and prior trauma did not show any association with either our interference index or the indices of intrusive memories (see Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}), we decided not to include these variables in the regression analyses. Overall, the correlations presented in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} show that multicollinearity was no reason for concern.Table 2Pearson product-moment and point-biserial correlations between the predictor variables (*N* = 85)List orderGenderCVLT interferenceNeuroticismFilm-related distressDepressionPrior traumaLearning abilityIMSGender--1CVLT interference0.34\*\*0.28\*\*1Neuroticism0.170.26\*0.101Film-related distress0.140.14−0.24\*0.161Depression0.24\*0.010.130.64\*\*0.141Prior trauma0.110.09−0.080.27\*0.080.24\*1Learning ability0.36\*\*0.02−0.33\*\*−0.020.23\*−0.03−0.041IMS−0.26\*0.200.130.180.190.140.180.181Diary Intrusions−0.100.150.120.190.210.020.06−0.060.70\*\**CVLT* California verbal learning test, *IMS* impact of movie scale† *P* \< 0.10; \* *P* \< 0.05; \*\* *P* \< 0.01

Relationship Between Resistance to PI (CVLT) and Intrusive Memories (IMS-total and Diary Intrusions)[4](#Fn4){ref-type="fn"} {#Sec15}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As shown in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, the first step of the HMR analyses with the IMS-scores as the dependent variable resulted in a significant 13% of explained variance for the four control variables, *F* (4,80) = 2.8, *P* \< 0.05. Inclusion of resistance to PI and neuroticism in the second step resulted in an additional 10% of explained variance in intrusive memories. This result was almost completely based on the significant effect of resistance to PI, semi-partial *r* = 0.33, *P* \< 0.05. A relatively weak ability to resist interference in working memory resulted in a relatively high frequency of film-related intrusive memories in the week after the presentation of the stressful film. Neuroticism did not explain any unique variance in IMS scores. Finally, the inclusion of the interaction term between resistance to PI and neuroticism in the third step of the model did not result in any extra explained variance in the IMS scores.Table 3Summary of hierarchical regression analyses of IMS scores and diary intrusions (*N* = 85)StepPredictors(Δ)*R*² (%)*dfF*-(change)*B*SE *B*Beta*Model 1:* IMS1Gender134, 802.77\*1.641.390.13Film-related distress0.020.030.08CVLT-list-order−1.241.27−0.12Learning ability0.540.330.202Gender102, 784.62\*2.041.410.18Film-related distress0.030.030.12CVLT-list-order−2.051.28−0.22Learning ability0.020.010.20Neuroticism0.020.060.05CVLT-interference0.790.280.34\*\*3Gender0.31, 570.242.231.520.18Film-related distress0.030.030.12CVLT-list-order−2.271.31−0.22Learning ability0.790.300.20Neuroticism0.030.060.05CVLT-interference0.790.300.34\*\*Neuroticism\*CVLT-interference0.040.770.01*Model 2*: Diary intrusions-sqrt1Gender64, 800.920.400.520. 09Film-related distress0.020.010.19CVLT-list-order−0.390.500.11Learning ability−0.010.01−0.122Gender82, 783.80\*0.220.530.05Film-related distress0.020.010.21CVLT-list-order−0.710.50.−0.19Learning ability−0.010.01−0.10Neuroticism0.050.030.27†CVLT-interference0.210.110.26\*3Gender11, 770.670.260.540.06Film-related distress0.020.010.20CVLT-list-order−0.740.51−0.20.Learning ability−0.010.01−0.11Neuroticism0.060.030.29CVLT-interference0.190.110.23Neuroticism\*CVLT-interference−0.220.29−0.10*IMS* impact of movie scale, *CVLT* California verbal learning test† *P* \< 0.10; \* *P* \< 0.05; \*\* *P* \< 0.01

The HMR analysis with the number of diary intrusions as the (transformed) dependent variable resulted in a non-significant 6% of explained variance for the control variables in the first step (see Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). The second step resulted in a significant contribution in explained variance for the interference score, semi-partial *r* = 0.24, *P* \< 0.05 with a marginal significant effect for neuroticism, semi-partial *r* = 0.21, *P* = 0.08. The interaction term in the third step of the model did not result in any extra explained variance in the number of diary intrusions.

Discussion {#Sec16}
==========

The present analogue study examined whether a poor executive ability existing prior to a stressful or traumatic event would increase the probability of experiencing intrusive memories afterwards. The main results can be summarized as follows. First, the specific executive ability of resistance to PI (as indexed by the CVLT) predicted the frequency of intrusive re-experiencing in the week following exposure to a trauma film. Second, prospective effects of the ability to resist PI from entering working memory were not associated with prior trauma and depressive symptoms and were independent of learning ability, gender and version effects on the CVLT task**.** Third, the relationship between resistance to PI and intrusive memories did not depend on high trait levels of neuroticism. Hence, no evidence was found for the suggestion that people with a combination of low resistance to PI and high levels of neuroticism would posses an increased risk of persistent intrusions after trauma (cf. Derryberry and Reed [@CR7]). Fourth, the current study investigated the qualities of intrusive re-experiencing in a 1-week diary. The results showed that the majority of the recorded diary intrusions were experienced as visual images of the earlier trauma film. This finding concurs with earlier qualitative research involving trauma-related intrusive memories that mainly consisted of brief *sensory*---mostly visual---fragments of the traumatic experience (Ehlers et al. [@CR9]; Hackmann et al. [@CR13]; Ehlers and Steil [@CR10]; Holmes and Mathews [@CR19]).

The present findings replicate and extend earlier prospective results of Wessel et al. ([@CR43]). Using a different paradigm (CVLT) and an independent sample, our conceptual replication provides more consistent evidence for the role of a *specific* executive ability in the prediction of intrusive cognition. This specific executive function was the ability to resist PI in working memory. A more specific focus on underlying pathogenic mechanisms is important, because a failure to specify precise underlying mechanisms may lead to null- or inconsistent findings in studies investigating the role of executive control in psychopathology. In the context of intrusive cognitions, this might have been the case with studies using working memory capacity (WMC) which is a rather general index of executive control. WMC is defined as the extent to which goal-relevant information is kept in an active state in working memory, despite the interference of irrelevant information (Unsworth and Engle [@CR36]). There are some analogue studies that have investigated the relationship between WMC and stressor-related intrusive cognition. One retrospective study found the predicted negative relationship between WMC and intrusive memories of a stressful personal event (Klein and Boals [@CR48]). However, two recent prospective studies, using trauma films as analogue stressors, failed to find the expected association (Nixon et al. [@CR29]; Wessel et al. [@CR43], experiment 1). Considering this, the fact that we found a significant relationship between resistance to PI and intrusive cognition in two earlier independent samples (Verwoerd et al. [@CR42]; Wessel et al. [@CR43]), suggests that the selection of indices of *specific* (instead of general) executive abilities might lead to more consistent results and conclusions in studies investigating the role of executive control in psychopathology.

Our findings regarding the role of resistance to PI are generally consistent with previous neuropsychological research comparing PTSD patients and trauma-exposed controls on a wide range of cognitive measures. Several studies, focusing specifically on indices of proactive and retroactive interference, found recall deficits in PTSD patients when initial learning was taken into account (Uddo et al. [@CR35]; Vasterling et al. [@CR39], [@CR40]; Yehuda et al. [@CR45]; see also Vasterling and Brailey [@CR38]). Moreover, Vasterling et al. ([@CR39]) found that the tendency to make intrusion errors on cognitive interference tasks was positively correlated with re-experiencing symptoms. These clinical results may be very informative about underlying pathogenic mechanisms such as resistance to PI. However, it remains unclear whether neuropsychological abnormalities are a consequence of PTSD or represent a *pre*- *morbid* risk (cf. Vasterling and Brailey [@CR38]). Considering this, the current prospective findings support the possibility that these cognitive abnormalities may already exist prior to trauma and may thus function as a pre-morbid risk factor for the development and maintenance of PTSD.

There are several issues that deserve further attention. First, the present study used a variant of the trauma-film paradigm to provide a laboratory model for individual differences in intrusive re-experiencing (see Holmes and Bourne [@CR16] for a review). Studies using analogue stressors and populations are open to criticism that the studied processes are dissimilar to those observed in the aftermath of an actual trauma. In the laboratory, ethical restrictions do not allow presenting participants with extremely stressful material. Thus, these analogue studies provide the opportunity of investigating the influence of risk factors on intrusions in a prospective design, but at the same time potentially limit external validity. Some support for the validity of the current findings can be found in the quality of the recorded diary intrusions, which were generally in line with earlier clinical investigations of intrusive memories after trauma (Ehlers et al. [@CR9]; Hackmann et al. [@CR13]). However, these laboratory findings surely have to be extended to other methodologies with survivors of actual traumatic events. More specifically, future work should directly compare analogue intrusions elicited by a trauma-film and autobiographical intrusions related to real-life stressors in the same sample.

Second, observation of the number of IMS- and diary intrusions showed that 75% of the participants had scores above zero on the IMS while only 61% of the participants reported at least a single instance of intrusive re-experiencing in the diary. One explanation for this unexpected finding would be that the items of the IMS which also include the symptom of avoiding the trauma memory (e.g., "I tried not to think of it."). However, closer inspection of the items specifically referring to intrusive re-experiencing showed a similar pattern with more participants scoring above zero on the IMS. An alternative explanation for discrepancies in intrusion reports on the IMS and diary measures may be that filling in a diary constitutes a suboptimal method for registering intrusions. Even though ratings of compliance with the diary instructions were high, the retrospective nature of those compliance ratings precludes firm conclusions as to the validity of the diary reports. For example, we have no way of knowing whether participants failed to report intrusions or whether they really had their intrusions on the specific day corresponding to the diary page they used to report that intrusion. Especially the latter is important given the idea that the ability to resist PI would help the gradual decrease of intrusion occurrence over time. Future studies might use more sophisticated measures (e.g., electronic devices, online registration) for keeping track of the time course of the intrusions. In addition, advanced analytical methods may then be used for testing the moderating effects of resistance to PI on individual intrusion trajectories (see Roberts et al. [@CR31], for an example involving the time course of overgeneral memories).

Third, the current study found no moderating effect of high levels of neuroticism on the prospective relationship between resistance to PI and intrusive memories. Furthermore, the marginally significant main effect of neuroticism on the diary measure (no effect on the IMS) only partly supports earlier clinical work, showing that high levels of neuroticism increase the risk of developing PTSD (e.g., Lauterbach and Vrana [@CR24]). Possibly, the sensitivity of the present analogue design may not have been sufficient for detection of the hypothesized interaction. However, it may also be the case that high neuroticism mainly influence intrusion-related *qualities* such as distress and experienced control instead of *frequency.* Yet, post-hoc correlation analyses between pre-film neuroticism and stressfulness ratings/experienced control of the diary intrusions did not support this hypothesis. Of course it is also possible that the non-significant interaction between resistance to PI and neuroticism was the result of limited statistical power for detecting an interaction with 85 participants. Future analogue and clinical work may further elucidate the precise characteristics of this proposed relationship.

Fourth, interestingly, some earlier studies made similar use of the stressful film paradigm to assess measures of vulnerability to PTSD symptoms. For instance, Holmes and colleagues showed that both the personality trait schizotypy as well as a data-driven processing style were associated with the number of intrusive memories from a trauma film (Holmes and Bourne [@CR16]; Holmes et al. [@CR17]; Steel and Holmes [@CR34]). Future research may further examine whether these characteristics covary with low levels of resistance to PI.

In conclusion, the present results indicate that a relatively weak executive ability to resist interference from working memory may be involved in intrusive memories of stressful events. Moreover, our data suggest that this weakened ability already existed prior to the presentation of the stressor. These results support the idea that a *pre*-*morbid* deficit in the ability to resist PI from working memory may constitute a vulnerability factor for their persistence and subsequent development of PTSD. Future prospective work should test whether the current relationship would generalize to real traumatic events, for example by selecting groups with an increased risk for trauma exposure (e.g., soldiers before deployment to a war zone).
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An original sample of 115 participants took part in an extended version of the present experiment. Twenty participants were non-native speakers of the Dutch language and therefore not used in the analyses reported in the present study. Another ten participants were excluded for the following reasons: five participants did not show up at the follow-up session; three participants were excluded because of equipment failure during the CVLT and another two participants complained about feeling unwell (i.e., headache, flu) at the time of testing.

Part of the set of (Dutch) words selected for the current study was used in an earlier study carried out by one of the current authors (Huntjens et al. [@CR21]).

Participants also completed two measures of attention (Rapid Serial Visual Presentation \[RSVP\]) which are not reported here.

In contrast with real-life traumatic events which usually leave behind an intrusive trauma memory in the whole group of trauma victims, the impact of the trauma film in the present analogue design was not strong enough to elicit intrusive memories in every participant (21 participants reported zero intrusions). To better model reality, we repeated the main analyses in the subsample of 64 participants who reported at least one instance of intrusive re-experiencing. Results did not differ from the whole group analyses, yet the unique effects for resistance to PI in the prediction of IMS and diary intrusions were clearly more pronounced (IMS: β = 0.45, semi-partial *r* = 0.38. *P* \< 0.01; Diary: β = 0.36, semi-partial *r* = 0.30, *P* \< 0.05).
